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A B S T R A C T

Large-scale experimental programmes become unavoidable to characterise the fracture be-
haviour of glass. Additionally, if non-uniform residual stresses are to be considered, the total
effort required increases significantly. In this work, the primary failure cumulative distribution
function (PFCDF) is derived from experimental annealed glass data. In this way, a novel
methodology based on the characterisation of annealed glass to assess the failure of pre-stressed
glass components is presented. Similarly, a joint evaluation of annealed and tempered glass is
performed, thereby ensuring a higher reliability in the derivation of the PFCDF, which results
in an average error below 10%.

. Introduction

Over the last century, technological and engineering developments have modified the way people perceive glass, with a shift
n perception from a fragile, aesthetic material to a structural material. Its theoretical tensile strength, which can be as much as
4 GPa, is thought to be sufficient for withstanding any external load [1]. Nevertheless, the surface damage produced during the
anufacturing process, as well as subsequent handling, cutting, or usage, leads to the presence of microscopic flaws on the surface.
hus, in practical or everyday applications, ordinary glass does not exhibit pristine condition, and it might also be broken at loads
s little as 7 MPa [2,3]. The reason for this lies in the tendency of these microscopic flaws to propagate, particularly if the surface
rea is subjected to tensile loading.

Historically, glass was annealed in order to reduce or eliminate the tensile residual stresses developed during the manufacturing
rocess [4]. Nevertheless, with the aim of developing compressive stresses on the surface and use glass as a structural material,
he tempering process is most often applied. There are two existing types of tempering processes: chemical tempering and thermal
empering [2]. Both processes consist of developing superficial compressive stresses with the intention of strengthening glass [3,5,6].
owever, as the chemical tempering implies a higher cost due to the specific equipment needed and a lower depth of layer, which

efers to the thickness of the compressive stress layer in the material, thermal tempering becomes a more efficient method [7].
During thermal tempering, glass is heated to a uniform temperature at which it is fluid enough to relax internal stresses and

igid enough to avoid important deformations. Subsequently, different cooling techniques might be applied to chill the hot glass
pecimen. Air is the quintessential cooling technique employed to rapidly cool and strengthen the material due to its associated
ow cost [8,9]. In this context, local flow phenomena during cooling play a far more vital role in the residual stress development
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Nomenclature

Greek letters

𝛽 Shape parameter
𝛿 Scale parameter
𝛿eq Equivalent scale parameter
𝜀I Iterative relative difference
𝜆 Location parameter
𝜎 Residual stress [MPa]
𝜎max Maximum principal stress [MPa]

Symbols

𝐷 Jet diameter [m]
𝐹max Maximum experimental force [N]
𝐺𝑃 Generalised parameter
𝐻 Jet-to-plate distance [m]
𝐼 Iteration number
𝐾 Stress intensity factor [MPa m1∕2]
𝑃f Probability of failure
𝑃f,global Global probability of failure
𝑃s Probability of survival
𝑃s,global Global probability of survival
𝑆eq Equivalent size
𝑆ref Reference size
𝑇 Temperature [K]
𝑡 Time [s]
𝑡0 Initial time [s]
𝑡∞ Steady-state time [s]
𝑡cri Critical time [s]

Abbreviations

AA Annealed glass
AT Asymmetrically tempered glass
ATHD20 Asymmetrically tempered glass at short jet-to-plate distance
ATHD40 Asymmetrically tempered glass at large jet-to-plate distance
CDR Coaxial double ring
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
DIC Digital image correlation
EFCDF Experimental failure cumulative damage function
FEA Finite element analysis
FEM Finite element method
FSI Fluid-structure interaction
GLM Generalised local model
GP Generalised parameter
HTC Heat transfer coefficient
LEFM Linear elastic fracture mechanics
PFCDF Primary failure cumulative damage function

of glass, as it results in non-uniform distributions [10,11]. Additionally, several authors highlighted that more knowledge about the
control of the heat treatment process was needed, as they observed high variations not only in the residual stress state of individual
specimens but also among specimens of the same batch [12,13]. Consequently, these inhomogeneities have a direct effect on the
structural performance of glass.

By and large, the compressive stress layer originating in the heat treatment process may hamper crack propagation, but when
omponents are subjected to large loadings, brittle materials are unable to redistribute these stresses, and catastrophic failure is
2
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PIA Principle of independent action
RS Residual stress
SCALP Scattered light polariscope
SIF Stress intensity factor
ST Symmetrically tempered glass
STHD20 Symmetrically tempered glass at short jet-to-plate distance
STHD40 Symmetrically tempered glass at large jet-to-plate distance
XFEM Extended finite element method

bound to happen [8]. For this reason, prediction of the in-service behaviour of glass becomes paramount to preventing its structural
collapse.

Historically, different approaches have been adopted to determine the influence of surface quality on the strength of glass.
n the one hand, certain design guides or standards, such as the German technical guideline or the prEN 13474 standard, base

heir calculations on allowable stresses or safety factors due to its ease of implementation [14–16]. Nevertheless, the comparison
etween the calculated design strength and an allowable stress value might not result in accurate predictions, especially if safety
pplications are of concern. Moreover, the calculation of the strength of glass by European standards is controversial, as it is carried
ut differently among the various European member states [17]. On the other hand, the formulation based on linear elastic fracture
echanics (LEFM) is usually adopted for analysing the influence of defects on glass. In this context, Irwin identified the so-called

tress intensity factor (SIF), 𝐾, to characterise material brittleness or fracture toughness [18,19]. These developments gave rise
o analytical formulations for investigating the influence of cracks. Lately, however, their application to complex problems has
een outdated by numerical methods [20]. In this regard, a recent review summarised several numerical approaches for fracture
imulations of laminated glass subjected to impact loading [21]. Among them is the element deletion method, which consists in
emoving the mass of the elements or setting the stress to zero to represent the failure of these elements. The use of cohesive zone
odels has also become popular. Cohesive zone models represent separation in the crack front based on phenomenological laws

nd have been found to be successful in analysing the impact failure behaviour of laminated glass and glass-PVB debonding [22].
ikewise, the calculation of SIFs based on the extended finite element method (XFEM) or the finite element method (FEM) has
ecome common practice, particularly for modelling surface scratches [23,24]. Nevertheless, these numerical methods become
nfeasible if the whole population of microscopic flaws on the glass surface needs to be modelled. Thus, a probabilistic assessment
f glass strength could be considered an appropriate method to account for the randomly distributed microcracks [25–27]. In this
ontext, the Weibull distribution is reported to be the most widely used statistical approach for representing the fracture strength
f brittle materials [28,29]. While some works have performed direct statistical assessments of annealed and tempered glass panes,
he results obtained are only representative of the specific geometry or load type analysed in the investigation [6,30,31]. Taking
nto account that large-scale experimental programmes are essential for obtaining reliable cumulative distribution functions, this
rocedure might not be feasible if numerous features are to be investigated [32]. Furthermore, if non-uniform residual stresses are
o be considered, the total effort required in the laboratory increases significantly. Thus, another common approach to assessing the
trength of heat-treated glass implies the sum of the compressive pre-stress magnitude and the lower limit values of the statistical
istribution of annealed glass. In this case, the 5% quantile of the distribution is usually considered. Nevertheless, Pisano et al. and
onati et al. highlighted that the sum of the characteristic bending strength of annealed and heat-treated glass was not an appropriate
pproximation [29,33]. They argued for the unlikelihood for both material strengths to simultaneously attain their lower values
t a given point. Consequently, this approach becomes too conservative, as the sum of both characteristic strengths is generally
ower than the strength that is experimentally measured. Lately, phenomenological models have also gained traction. These models
escribe the fracture behaviour of the material based on empirical observations. As a result, they are not derived from fundamental
heory and thus do not shed light upon the particular mechanisms involved in the fracture process. However, phenomenological
odels account for all the variables influencing the entire flaw population and become an accurate and cost-effective method

or encompassing the statistical nature of glass. In this sense, Muniz-Calvente et al. proposed a generalised local model (GLM)
stablishing the concept of primary failure cumulative distribution function (PFCDF) [34]. As a result, complete transferability from
he laboratory characterisation to the practical design of components was achieved. Moreover, different failure criteria based on
he choice of the generalised parameter (GP) could also be taken into consideration. Consequently, the calculation of the PFCDF
ermitted to characterise the failure behaviour of a component, thereby ensuring the recognition of critical regions in parts subjected
o specific loading conditions during the design process [35].

In summary, the strength of glass is heavily influenced by the presence of micro-cracks on the glass surface and the residual stress
tate. Owing to the existence of surface flaws, glass is prone to brittle fracture, and a probabilistic assessment becomes relevant to
revent its catastrophic failure. Similarly, a representative prediction of the residual stress pattern remains essential to analyse the
n-service behaviour of the designed parts. It is, therefore, of great importance to develop a predictive model to determine the
empered state of glass and its in-service behaviour, reducing the huge experimental effort required when the fracture behaviour
f pre-stressed glass components is analysed. Therefore, this paper presents a novel methodology based on the characterisation
f annealed glass to assess the failure of pre-stressed glass components, considering both the non-uniform residual stress pattern
3

nd the statistical nature of glass strength. This approach is grounded on the fact that the amorphous structure of glass material
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Fig. 1. Cooling down unit of (a) symmetrically tempered glass plates and (b) asymmetrically tempered glass plates.

remained unaltered, as the application of the heat treatment process or the residual stress development does not imply a phase
transformation phenomenon. As a result, the intrinsic material remained unchanged, irrespective of the glass type employed. In this
way, a cost-effective procedure to design the heat treatment process at an early stage of the production cycle, based on both the
operational load distribution and the failure limit specified by the client, is provided.

The following section sets out the analysed case studies. Section 3 provides the theoretical formulation of the proposed numerical-
probabilistic procedure. In Section 4, the experimental procedure is delineated. Section 5 is dedicated to a discussion of the
results. Here, the numerical analysis and subsequent statistical assessments of the in-service behaviour of glass are validated against
experimental data. Finally, the main conclusions of the investigation are presented.

2. Case studies

The samples used in this investigation were soda-lime square flat plates with a dimension of 90 × 90 × 4 mm. The edges of the
lates were polished at the factory. Different glass types were investigated: annealed glass (AA), symmetrically tempered glass (ST)
nd asymmetrically tempered glass (AT).

The as-received condition of the plates was annealed. Therefore, a tempering process was applied to develop residual stresses.
or this purpose, specimens were symmetrically and asymmetrically tempered by two air nozzles. In addition, different jet-to-plate
istances, 𝐻∕𝐷, were studied, where 𝐻 is the distance to the plate and 𝐷 is the nozzle diameter. To this end, a frame structure to
old the glass plates in a vertical position was designed and manufactured. To limit the thermal exchange between the glass sample
nd the supports, rock wool was used in the contact areas. Each contact area was limited to 5–10 mm on the edges of the plate.
ig. 1 depicts the cooling unit for symmetrically and asymmetrically tempering glass plates.

The symmetrical tempering tests were aimed to resemble the conventional residual stress pattern. Conversely, the asymmetric
empering configuration intended to offer a characteristic case of the tempering process, in which heat extraction by forced
onvection only occurred from one side of the plate. As a result, an asymmetric residual stress pattern was obtained. The standard
empering process tends to show slight asymmetric residual stress distributions due to the influence of rollers, even though
ifferences tend to be small and residual stresses are often considered symmetrical [36]. Consequently, the asymmetric cooling
onfiguration represents an extreme case, which results in an alternative stress state suitable to validate the proposed method.

A radiation furnace was preheated to 650 ◦C, and after holding each sample for 10 min, specimens were transferred to the
empering unit, where jets with an inlet diameter of 𝐷 = 3 mm were used. Similarly, two jet-to-plate distances at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20 and
∕𝐷 = 40 for each tempering configuration were selected. Higher 𝐻∕𝐷 ratios than the standard tempering process were selected
ith a view to obtaining a more uniform stress distribution and preventing very localised and large residual stresses in the plate.

The brittle nature of glass makes the experimental strength characterisation a cumbersome process due to the exhibited large
catter of the results. With the aim of having a representative amount of samples according to UNE-EN 1288-1 and UNE-EN 1288-5
tandards, a total number of 30 samples were defined for each glass type [37,38]. Table 1 summarises the analysed configurations
s well as the corresponding number of samples.

Lastly, transversal loads are generally considered the main loads acting on structural glass plates. These loads may result from
he effect of wind and snow on buildings and vehicles or assembly processes, such as installations of windows on their frame or car
unroofs. Nevertheless, an important factor to consider during the characterisation of glass strength is the crack orientation on the
urface. However, there are numerous orientations, and the testing of an infinite number of samples becomes unfeasible. The use of
4

oaxial double rings (CDR) enables one to assume an average probability of failure no matter the orientation of the prevailing crack.
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Table 1
Overview of the proposed experimental programme.

Glass type 𝐻 [mm] 𝐻∕𝐷 Specimens

AA – – 30
ST 60 20 30
ST 120 40 30
AT 60 20 30
AT 120 40 30

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the proposed numerical-statistical procedure to predict the probability of failure of pre-stressed structural glass components.

For this reason, the mechanical characterisation consisted of CDR tests at room temperature. For this purpose, the guidelines stated
in the UNE-EN 1288-5 standard were followed [37]. An R30 ring configuration was used. The diameter of the load and support
rings was 12 mm and 60 mm, respectively, and the curvature radius of both rings in the contact area was 2.5 mm.

3. Numerical-probabilistic procedure

The following numerical-probabilistic procedure is grounded in previous investigations carried out by the present authors
n 2017 and 2022. Firstly, a one-way fluid–structure interaction (FSI) procedure for predicting the non-uniform residual stress
istribution during tempering is used. Then, the GLM, which accounts for the local values in a component during loading situations,
s adopted [34,39]. The procedure consists of the following steps:

1. Non-uniform residual stress prediction: the 3D residual stress domain after the heat treatment process is predicted by
a sequentially coupled FSI approach. Firstly, the commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software Ansys Fluent is
used to account for the local flow phenomena and to calculate the non-uniform temperature distribution on the plates. Then,
the complete thermal history is read in the commercial finite element analysis (FEA) software, Abaqus FEA, to predict the
non-uniform residual stress pattern of the component. Here, the material constitutive model considers the viscoelasticity and
structural relaxation phenomena of glass based on the Narayanaswamy model [40,41].

2. Derivation of the PFCDF: the final residual stress pattern developed in the heat treatment process is mapped into the
structural FEM model. Similarly, an experimental programme is carried out to characterise the failure of the material. In
this way, the local values of the reference or generalised parameter (GP) (e.g. maximum principal stress) in the specimen at
the experimentally determined fracture loads are numerically calculated. The obtained local data is employed to derive the
corresponding experimental failure cumulative damage function (EFCDF), and subsequently, the primary failure cumulative
damage function (PFCDF) is calculated. The PFCDF is based on a three-parameter Weibull function, where the Weibull
parameters are iteratively determined (see Eq. (3)). The derived PFCDF, identified as a three-parameter Weibull cumulative
distribution function, permits the evaluation of the probability of failure, regardless of the specimen size, shape and load
applied in the experimental characterisation. Consequently, it makes feasible the transferability of the results from the
performed experimental work to the practical design.

Fig. 2 presents the schematic overview of the proposed numerical-statistical procedure for predicting the probability of failure
f structural glass components considering the non-uniform residual stress distribution.

Hereafter, the main aspects of the proposed method are outlined.
5
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of the proposed procedure to estimate the residual stress pattern over time, where a one-way FSI approach is proposed until the critical
temperature instant (𝑡cri) is attained and a sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical approach is proposed from 𝑡cri to steady-state temperature instant (𝑡∞).
Reprinted from [39].

Table 2
General properties of glass, aluminium and silicon rubber at room temperature.

Soda-lime glass Aluminium 6000 series Silicon rubber

Young Modulus [MPa] 70000 70000 20
Poisson coefficient 0.23 0.33 0.47
Density [kg/m3] 2470 2700 950

3.1. Proposed one-way FSI procedure

The numerical methodology based on a one-way FSI approach presented and validated by Iglesias et al. is proposed to capture
he effect of non-uniform cooling on the residual stress distribution [39]. This procedure is based on two main assumptions: the
ow contribution of volumetric radiation to the thermal history of the material and the existence of a critical temperature. Thermal
adiation in semi-transparent media gains special relevance as it becomes a bulk rather than a surface phenomenon. Nevertheless,
hermal radiation also involves a high computational cost, as it depends on many parameters, such as direction, wavelength, time, the
hickness of the material, boundary conditions and temperature distribution. However, when low-thickness glassware is tempered,
he contribution of radiation to the temperature variation over time and to the final residual stress pattern becomes insignificant.
herefore, the importance of volumetric radiation when low thickness glassware is subjected to large heat extractions, such as when
ir jet or mist cooling techniques are employed, was found to be low and, thus, was not considered within the model.

In addition to radiation phenomena, CFD simulations usually imply a high computational cost due to the involved physics, such
s turbulence, heat transfer and the modelling of discrete particles. However, the structural relaxation of glass, which is known to
e one of the main contributors to residual stresses, vanished around 400 ◦C [39]. Consequently, glass begins to behave as an elastic
olid material, making the volumetric expansion lose traction. At this critical point, residual stresses are no longer influenced by
ooling rate and become independent of thermal history. Therefore, a CFD model was defined with the aim of capturing the local
low phenomena during the initial stage of the cooling process. Once the critical temperature of 400 ◦C was reached, the initial
hermal history was transferred to a thermal model where a constant and uniform heat transfer coefficient (HTC) was applied.
ere, the remaining thermal history until room temperature was calculated. Finally, the complete thermal history was read into the

tructural model, and the non-uniform residual stresses were predicted. Fig. 3 sets out the computational sequence of the proposed
umerical procedure.

.2. In-service numerical model

A numerical model based on the FEM was built to consider the local GP distribution on the glass surface. The model consisted
f a load ring, support ring, silicon rubber and the glass specimen, as shown in Fig. 4. The support ring was made out of steel and,
ence, was considered a rigid body. The load ring was made out of aluminium and was considered deformable, as well as the silicon
ubber and the glass plate. Table 2 sums up the material properties defined for each part based on the literature [42].

Two static general steps were defined. The first served as an approximation step until the load ring was put in contact with the
ample, and the second acted as a loading step until the maximum experimental fracture load was attained.

With regard to the interaction between parts, a friction coefficient of 0.6 was assumed [43,44]. The contact between the glass
late and the silicon rubber, as well as the rubber with the support ring, was described by a tie constraint. By this constraint, the
elected surfaces were assumed to be bonded, and the stability of the numerical calculation was ensured.
6
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Fig. 4. Mesh of the in-service model composed of a load ring, support ring, silicon rubber and glass specimen.

As for the boundary conditions, the support ring was assumed to be fixed. Once the load ring interacted with the glass plate,
a negative displacement based on the experimental tests in 𝑧 direction was applied. Likewise, rotations were not hampered, but
displacements in 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions in the central point of the glass plate were impeded until the loading step was initiated. Owing
to the small size of the specimens, the bending action due to its own weight was neglected.

A total number of 54,077 elements were defined, from which 48,600 were associated with the glass specimen. Regarding the
element type, quadratic full-integration hexahedral elements were selected. Six elements were defined through the plate thickness
(Fig. 4).

Finally, the final residual stress pattern obtained during the heat treatment calculation was mapped as an initial condition
into the in-service model. In this way, residual stresses were taken into account and the local values of the generalised parameter
(e.g. maximum principal stress) were obtained when the part was subjected to the maximum experimental forces.

3.3. Generalised local model

Here, the implemented statistical approach, which is based on the GLM proposed by Muniz-Calvente et al. is presented [34].
The aim of the GLM is to derive a PFCDF, which ensures the transferability from the laboratory characterisation to the design of
components.

To this aim, the local stress distribution and the element size of the investigated glass conditions were numerically determined.
Then, the numerical data was transferred to the GLM, where a reference size of 1 mm2 was considered. The transferability of the
results depends on the appropriate selection of the generalised parameter (GP) and the corresponding failure criterion to be applied
in the failure prediction of the component. Based on experimental data, it is not obvious which stress criterion should be taken as a
reference to derive the PFCDF. For this reason, two different criteria, namely, the maximum principal stress, 𝜎max, and the principle
of independent action (PIA) [45,46], were considered as possible alternatives in the analysis.

𝐺𝑃 = 𝜎I = 𝜎max (1)

𝐺𝑃 = (𝜎𝑚I + 𝜎𝑚II + 𝜎𝑚III)
(1∕𝑚) (2)

Based on the literature, a value of 𝑚 = 3 is recommended for the PIA criterion [47]. The maximum principal stress criterion
assumes that the material fails when the uniaxial tensile strength of the material is reached. Conversely, the PIA criterion is based
on an equivalent stress that accounts for the principal stresses in the three principal directions. In this way, the biaxial stress state on
the glass surface is taken into account. As the structural failure of glass commonly stems from the presence of tensile stresses, only
the tensile mode of failure is considered, ignoring the influence of compressive stresses. Similarly, the failure mode of the material
must be preserved. In this case, failure is assumed to occur due to the most unfavourable combination of defect size and stress level.
As a result, the PFCDF for each glass type could be obtained.

The statistical assessment is divided into two stages. Firstly, the EFCDF for each glass sample is determined, from which,
subsequently, the PFCDF is derived using the GLM. Secondly, a joint evaluation of the analysed glass types to increase the reliability
of the predictions is also performed. Consequently, the formulation of both procedures is described hereinafter.

3.3.1. Single test assessment procedure
The GLM consists in an iterative process, which allows the failure model to be described as the three-parametric Weibull distri-

bution, for a reference size 𝑆ref, subjected to a uniform generalised parameter distribution. However, usual loading configurations
show complex non-uniform distributions along parts. As a result, the three-parametric Weibull distribution to calculate the local
probability of failure, 𝑃f,𝑆eq , is defined by the following expression:

𝑃f,𝑆eq = 1 − exp
[

−
𝑆eq

𝑆ref

(𝐺𝑃 − 𝜆
𝛿

)𝛽]

, (3)

where 𝜆 is the location parameter, 𝛽 is the shape parameter, and 𝛿 is the scale parameter. The model is defined by a generalised
parameter, 𝐺𝑃 , which characterises the failure behaviour of the component when it acts uniformly on a reference size, 𝑆 . The
7
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e

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the calculation sequence to fit the three-parametric Weibull distribution.

quivalent size, 𝑆eq, refers to the length, area or volume of a sample that, when subjected to the maximum value of 𝐺𝑃 , exhibits
the same failure probability as the one obtained when the real component is subjected to the real GP distribution. In this context,
Fig. 5 shows the flowchart of the iterative process for fitting the three-parametric Weibull distribution.

Each step is briefly summarised in the following lines:

1. Experimental programme: the first step consists in performing 𝑗 experimental fracture tests for each of the 𝑐 glass types
under the same load conditions. Each glass type comprises 𝑗 = 30 specimens with the same geometry but different residual
stress patterns.

2. Calculation of local values: the load data obtained during the experimental fracture tests was used to numerically calculate
the local distribution of the generalised parameter. Throughout this paper, the maximum principal stress or an equivalent
stress in accordance with the PIA criterion was defined as the generalised parameter. As such, the 𝐺𝑃𝑖𝑗 distribution on the
component at the fracture instant was calculated where 𝑖 refers to each element of the numerical model and 𝑗 refers to the
particular experimental test. Likewise, the element size of the defined grid was obtained.

3. Experimental failure cumulative distribution function (EFCDF): the EFCDF represents the relationship between the
probability of failure and the critical value of the generalised parameter, namely, the value of 𝐺𝑃𝑖𝑗 at the instant when
each experimental sample collapses. The EFCDF depends on the test, applied load and the shape and size of the specimen.
Its representation is given by a plotting position rule [48]. The critical values of 𝐺𝑃𝑖𝑗 are sorted in increasing order, where
a rank number and a probability of failure are associated with each test result. The failure probabilities are assigned using
the following equation:

𝑃f,𝑗 =
𝐾𝑗 − 0.3
𝑗 + 0.4

, (4)

where 𝐾 (𝐾 = 1… 𝑗) refers to the rank order and 𝑗 refers to the total number of tests per analysed glass type.
8
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4. Calculation of global probabilities of failure: in this step, the global probability of failure is estimated by combining the
local failure probabilities of all the elements of the component. The relationship between the local survival probability and
the local failure probability is described by:

𝑃s,𝑆eq ,𝑖 = 1 − 𝑃f,𝑆eq ,𝑖. (5)

Based on the weakest link theory, the global probability of survival refers to the multiplication of the survival probabilities
of each link. Considering each link as a finite element, the global failure probability 𝑃f,global,𝑗 of each sample results from the
combination of the probability of failure of each element:

𝑃f,global,𝑗 = 1 −
𝑖total
∏

𝑖=1
(1 − 𝑃f,𝑆eq,𝑖 ) = 1 −

𝑖total
∏

𝑖=1

(

exp

[

−
𝑆eq,𝑖

𝑆ref

(𝐺𝑃𝑖𝑗 − 𝜆
𝛿

)𝛽])

, (6)

where 𝑃f,𝑆eq,𝑖 is the local probability of failure for the element 𝑖, 𝑆eq,𝑖 is the equivalent size of the element and 𝐺𝑃𝑖𝑗 is the
local value of the generalised parameter at the element 𝑖 of each tested specimen.

5. Calculation of the equivalent size: the equivalent size of each specimen, 𝑆eq,𝑗 , might be found by the following expression:

𝑆eq,𝑗 = −log(1 − 𝑃f,global,𝑗 )𝑆ref

(

𝛿
𝐺𝑃max,𝑗 − 𝜆

)𝛽
. (7)

The global failure probability, the equivalent size and the Weibull parameters are initially unknown. With the view to starting
the iterative process, some initial data is needed. Firstly, the initial values of 𝜆, 𝛽 and 𝛿 must be determined by fitting the
EFCDF to a Weibull distribution function. Secondly, arbitrary values for the reference size and equivalent size were chosen.
For the reference size, a similar size related to the analysed case is recommended, whereas, according to former experience,
the equivalent size may be identified as 80% of the specimen or component size.

6. Fitting the three-parametric Weibull distribution: in this stage, the Weibull parameters are fitted. To this end, the Weibull
parameters may be estimated by fitting the three-parameter Weibull cumulative distribution function to a straight line [49].

7. Convergence criterion: finally, the relative difference between the previous iteration (𝐼 - 1) with respect to the actual
iteration 𝐼 is calculated by:

|

|

𝜆𝐼 − 𝜆𝐼−1||
𝜆𝐼

+
|

|

𝛽𝐼 − 𝛽𝐼−1||
𝛽𝐼

+
|

|

𝛿𝐼 − 𝛿𝐼−1||
𝛿𝐼

< 𝜀I. (8)

When the iterative relative difference is below 𝜀I < 10−9 convergence is attained. If not, the iterative process continues and
the actual values are transferred to the calculation of the global probability, thus updating the equivalent size calculation
and the respective Weibull parameters.

3.3.2. Joint test assessment procedure
Based on the GLM, the joint evaluation enables all the experimental case studies to be considered a unique experimental

programme. As a result, the larger amount of experimental data employed leads to a more reliable prediction of the probability
of fracture. The aim of this evaluation is to derive a master PFCDF as material property [47]. Fig. 6 sets out the flowchart for fitting
the three-parametric Weibull distribution based on all the performed experiments.

In the following lines, each step is delineated:

1. Verification of the transferability of the results: first, the failure criteria and the transferability between the analysed case
studies must be checked.

2. Calculation of the global probabilities of failure: as the joint Weibull parameters in the first iteration are still unknown,
the minimum value of 𝜆 and the mean values of 𝛽 and 𝛿 of the PFCDFs to be derived and merged are taken into account. In
this way, the global probability of failure for each test at the first iteration is calculated by the following expression:

𝑃f,global,𝑗 = 1 −
∏

(

1 − 𝑃f,𝑆eq,𝑖𝑗

)

= 1 −
∏

(

exp

[

−
𝑆eq,𝑖𝑗

𝑆ref

(𝐺𝑃𝑖𝑗 − 𝜆
𝛿

)𝛽])

. (9)

3. Calculation of the EFCDF: the maximum GP values of each glass type batch are ranked in ascending order, and a probability
of failure is assigned to each of them using the aforementioned plotting position rule (see Eq. (4)).

4. Calculation of new equivalent sizes: an equivalent reference size must be assigned to each GP value to carry out the joint
assessment. The following equation permits the calculation of the equivalent scale parameter, 𝛿eq, for each critical GP value
of each sample, 𝐺𝑃max,𝑗 :

𝛿eq,𝑗 =
𝐺𝑃max,𝑗 − 𝜆

[−log(1 − 𝑃f,global,𝑗 )](1∕𝛽)
. (10)

The equivalent scale parameter enables the calculation of the equivalent size. In this way, the conversion of the cumulative
damage functions to an equivalent-size specimen is performed using the following formulation:

𝑆eq,𝑗 =
𝑆ref

𝛽 . (11)
9
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of the calculation sequence to fit the three-parametric Weibull distribution by the joint test evaluation.

As a result, the GP values of each experimental test are shifted and sorted, giving rise to a unique master curve.
5. Fitting the three-parametric Weibull parameters: once the equivalent size is calculated, the Weibull parameters are fitted

using a standard procedure [49].
6. Convergence criterion: if the relative difference is below the defined threshold (see Eq. (8)), the iterative process is brought

to an end. If not, the iterative process continues, and the actual values are transferred to Step 2. As a result, the Weibull
parameters of the joint PFCDF are obtained.

Finally, the experimental results might show large scattering due to the randomly distributed cracks on the surface. As a result,
the calculation of confidence intervals becomes necessary to assess the reliability of the predictions. In fact, certain standards, such
as UNE-EN 1288-1, encourage determining the confidence intervals to better represent the statistical uncertainty involved in these
experiment programmes [38]. With this in mind, these intervals were obtained by the bootstrap method and were also included in
the subsequent analysis.

4. Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure consisted of two parts. Firstly, the heat treatment of the samples was carried out, and residual stress
measurements were taken. Secondly, bending strength characterisation tests were carried out.

4.1. Glass tempering tests

As explained in Section 2, five different batches comprising different glass types were analysed, namely, annealed and tempered
glass, the latter of which exhibited four different residual stress distributions, more specifically: annealed glass (AA), symmetrically
tempered plates at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20 (STHD20) and 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40 (STHD40) and asymmetrically tempered plates at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20 (ATHD20) and
𝐻∕𝐷 = 40 (ATHD40). For this purpose, as-received glass samples needed to be tempered.

The tempering unit was composed of one DAG PRESTO GOLD nozzle on each side of the plates and connected by flexible air
hoses. In the same manner, a flow meter was employed to control the pressure and flow rate, and an on/off switch was used
to activate the air supply. A radiation furnace NABERTHERM LH60/14 was employed for the heat-treating the samples. Firstly,
temperature control of the heating process was carried out with a National Instruments data acquisition system controlled by
LabVIEW. A 4 slot NI cDAQ chassis with a 9213 module was used to record the data from the temperature sensors. To this end,
three N-type thermocouples were attached to the glass surface with OMEGA CC high-temperature cement. Then, the furnace was
preheated at 650 ◦C, and a heating cycle of 10 min was defined based on the thermocouple measurements. Once the furnace was
heated up to 650 ◦C, glass samples were successively introduced into the furnace. After the defined heating period finished, the
frame was transferred to the cooling unit.
10
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Fig. 7. Temperature distribution on the glass surface recorded by thermography during the cooling down process.

Fig. 8. Experimental CDR set-up: (a) ARAMIS 3D GOM equipment with an inclined mirror at 45◦, and (b) CDR test until fracture of the specimen.

At this stage, thermography-based temperature measurements were also taken with a FLIRT1030Sc thermographic camera.
Likewise, the high emissivity ceramic coating AREMCO 840-CM, with an emissivity chart provided by the supplier, was used to
paint the surface of the plate and record the temperature during cooling (see Fig. 7).

Finally, non-destructive residual stress measurements by means of a portable scattered light polariscope (SCALP) were taken
on five heat-treated samples to ensure the repeatability of the heat treatment process. The SCALP-05 developed by GlasStress Ltd.
was used to measure the residual stress distribution in the quenched glass plates. This instrument can measure thickness residual
stresses up to 6 mm. To determine the residual stress magnitudes and distribution on the surface, the SCALP, together with a CNC
coordinate machine, was employed. This provided automated control in the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions.

4.2. Coaxial double ring tests

The UNE-EN 1288-5 standard specifies the procedure and parameters to determine the bending strength of small glass samples
by the use of coaxial rings [37]. Both rings were designed and manufactured in accordance with the specifications given in the
UNE-EN 1288-5 standard. Similarly, an additional support manufactured by 3D printing was used to ensure the alignment of the
samples with respect to the testing machine.

An MTS uniaxial testing machine with a 15 kN load cell was employed. Methacrylate panes were used to ensure the required
safety conditions, and a self-adhesive film was employed on the not loaded surface, namely the side placed under compression
during loading, as recommended in the UNE-EN 1288-5 standard. The aim of this film was to ensure that the origin of fracture
occurred in the load ring area by analysing the post-fracture arrangement of the pieces on the tested glass specimen. In the same
manner, a silicon rubber was located between the support ring and the sample to achieve a uniform reaction throughout the support
area. In the case of asymmetrically tempered plates, the downward surface, which is subjected to tensile stresses during loading,
is exposed to fracture and referred to as the air-impinged surface. A loading rate of 2 MPa/s was defined until the fracture of the
specimen occurred. Finally, the vertical displacement field was also investigated by applying the digital image correlation (DIC)
technique using the ARAMIS 3D equipment of the GOM company. Three samples (T1-T3) for each glass type were measured, and a
mirror inclined at 45◦ was used to capture the downside view of the plates and record the displacement field during the tests (see
Fig. 8).

As a result, the variation of the displacement distribution of each sample during the loading period could be recorded. With
the aim of validating the numerical results, an average experimental displacement contour was calculated based on the measured
11
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Fig. 9. Experimental post-processing procedure for the results of the CDR tests.

samples for each glass type. Then, the vertical displacement distribution along 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions were obtained. In this way,
a scattering band could be built to compare the numerical calculations to the experimental measurements. Fig. 9 illustrates the
post-processing procedure to represent the CDR test results.

5. Results and discussion

This section moves on to validate the proposed numerical-probabilistic procedure. Firstly, the residual stress predictions and the
numerical model consisting of the coaxial double ring set-up are validated. Then, a single test statistical assessment to derive the
PFCDF of each glass type is carried out. Two different failure criteria are considered as possible alternatives in the assessment. The
failure probabilities of annealed and tempered glass are predicted not only based on their own experimental data but also based on
experimental data from the remaining glass types. In this way, the most suitable failure criterion is selected, and the transferability
of the results is verified. Finally, a joint assessment of the analysed glass types is performed by merging the data of each glass type
as a unique experimental programme.

5.1. Residual stress calculation

Prior to validating the modelling of the fracture characterisation, the residual stress distribution of each analysed tempering
configuration was compared to experimental data. For annealed glass, a stress-free plate was assumed. Hence, in this section, the
validation of the numerically predicted stress pattern on the downward surface, namely, the surface subjected to tensile stresses
during the CDR tests of symmetrically and asymmetrically tempered glass plates is presented.

Fig. 10 illustrates the contour plots of residual stress distributions for symmetrical tempering plates at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20: (a) average
experimental measurement, (b) numerical prediction and (c) the relative difference. To this end, two different regions were
12
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Fig. 10. Residual stress distribution on the front surface of symmetrically tempered glass samples at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20: (a) experimental average, (b) modified procedure
and (c) deviation.

Fig. 11. Residual stress distribution on the front surface of symmetrically tempered glass samples at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40: (a) experimental average, (b) modified procedure
and (c) deviation.

Fig. 12. Residual stress distribution on the front surface of asymmetrically tempered glass samples at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20: (a) experimental average, (b) modified
procedure and (c) deviation.

distinguished on the surface of the plate (see Fig. 7). On the one hand, the stagnation or jet facing area refers to the zone where
the jet flow collided with the targeted surface. On the other hand, the dry region refers to the area towards the edges of the plate
where the influence of the impingement flow lost traction, and hence, heat extraction became lower. Local differences with respect
to the average experimental contour of up to 5% and 20% in the stagnation and dry regions were observed, respectively.

Fig. 11 shows the average experimental residual stress, the numerical residual stress and the deviation distributions for
symmetrical tempering plates at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40. In this case, a homogeneous average deviation of around 12% was observed.

Likewise, Fig. 12 depicts the contour plots of the average experimental and numerical residual stresses and the relative difference
distribution for asymmetrical tempering plates at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20. Differences in the residual stress distribution up to 10% and 20% were
perceived in the stagnation and dry regions, respectively.

Fig. 13 presents the average experimental residual stress and the estimated residual stress distributions, as well as the deviation
among them for asymmetrical tempering plates at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40. Similar conclusions could be drawn in this case, as differences ranged
from 5% to 25% on the surface.

In addition to the residual stress distribution, residual stress paths crossing at the centre of the plates were also investigated.
Here, the numerical estimation with respect to the measured experimental band and the uncertainty range of 5% of SCALP was
provided. As a result, Fig. 14 plots the calculated stress distributions along the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions for symmetrically tempered plates
at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20.
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Fig. 13. Residual stress distribution on the front surface of asymmetrically tempered glass samples at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40: (a) experimental average, (b) modified
procedure and (c) deviation.

Fig. 14. Residual stress distribution on symmetrically tempered glass samples at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20 along (a) 𝑥 direction and (b) 𝑦 direction.

Fig. 15. Residual stress distribution on symmetrically tempered glass samples at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40 along (a) 𝑥 direction and (b) 𝑦 direction.

The predicted residual stress distributions were found to be in agreement with the experimental measurements, as broadly fell
within the specified bands. Larger differences were perceived in the dry regions of the plate, namely in the regions where less
heat extraction occurred. The reason for this may be related to experimental uncertainties, such as the quench delay, which affects
the initial quenching temperature. The quench delay refers to the time period from the opening of the furnace door to the cooling
initiation. As a result, dissimilar initial temperatures can be obtained, which was found to have a significant impact on residual stress
distributions [39]. Fig. 15 presents the estimated residual stress distribution along 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions for symmetrically tempered
plates at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40.

In this case, the predicted residual stress distributions remained in the lower limit of the specified experimental bands. In
part, these differences could be explained by possible uncertainties regarding the modelling of turbulent flow at large jet-to-plate
distances. Turning to the asymmetric tempering results, Fig. 16 sets out residual stress paths along the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions of the
plates asymmetrically tempered at 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20.

The estimated residual stress distributions were considered representative, as most remained within the specified experimental
bands. Deviations were particularly observed towards the dry regions of the plate, where forced convection lost traction. These facts
came along with the estimated residual stress distribution along the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions of samples asymmetrically tempered at 𝐻∕𝐷
= 40, as depicted in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 16. Residual stress distribution on asymmetrically tempered glass samples for 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20 along (a) 𝑥 direction and (b) 𝑦 direction.

Fig. 17. Residual stress distribution on asymmetrically tempered glass samples for 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40 along (a) 𝑥 direction and (b) 𝑦 direction.

As the jet-to-plate distance increased, forced convection became less significant. The calculated residual stress distributions on
the load application area were within the measured experimental bands. As a result of all the above, the predicted residual stresses
were considered representative for this analysis.

5.2. Bending strength calculation

Once the predicted residual stresses were validated, the maximum displacement attained during the fracture characterisation
was studied. Table 3 shows the fracture loads obtained during the CDR tests for each glass type.

To validate the calculation of the local stress distributions at each fracture load, the numerical maximum displacement field
and the displacement distributions measured by DIC at different time frames were investigated. As three samples were recorded for
each glass type, an average experimental displacement distribution was calculated as shown in Fig. 9, and vertical displacement
paths along 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions crossing at the centre of the plate were defined. Fig. 18 sets out the displacement magnitude in both
directions for annealed glass at 500 N and 1000 N.

Fig. 19 shows the displacement along the defined paths for symmetrically tempered glass (𝐻∕𝐷 = 20) at 1000, 2000 and 3000 N.

Fig. 20 shows the vertical displacement value along the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions for symmetrically tempered glass (𝐻∕𝐷 = 40) at
1000, 2000 and 3000 N.

Fig. 21 sets out the displacement along the defined paths for asymmetrically tempered glass (𝐻∕𝐷 = 20) at 1500 and 2500 N.
Finally, Fig. 22 shows the vertical displacement value along the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions for asymmetrically tempered glass (𝐻∕𝐷 =

0) at 1500 and 2500 N.
In summary, the relative error of the numerical model with respect to the experimental results remained below 10% in all the

nalysed cases.

.3. Single test statistical assessment

In this section, a statistical assessment of the fracture characterisation of glass is performed. Firstly, the local stress distributions
f the investigated glass types were numerically determined. Then, the numerical data was transferred to the GLM. Regarding the
ailure criteria, based on the obtained experimental data, it is not obvious which stress or stress combination should be taken as a
15
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Table 3
Experimental fracture loads for each glass type: annealed (AA), symmetrically tempered glass at
𝐻∕𝐷 = 20 (STHD20) and 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40 (STHD40) and asymmetrically tempered glass at 𝐻∕𝐷 =
20 (ATHD20) and 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40 (ATHD40).

Fracture loads, 𝐹max [N]

AA STHD20 STHD40 ATHD20 ATHD40

827 2498 2210 2020 1941
948 2632 2370 2081 2056
956 2865 2436 2191 2096
969 2869 2542 2253 2113

1026 2903 2562 2280 2160
1052 2928 2675 2389 2220
1096 2975 2737 2406 2237
1103 2977 2749 2430 2239
1136 3017 2846 2497 2250
1154 3034 2862 2502 2278
1161 3050 2882 2514 2322
1177 3070 2889 2521 2335
1254 3162 2914 2582 2350
1298 3188 2917 2626 2350
1309 3198 2969 2702 2366
1317 3228 2973 2717 2387
1436 3232 2977 2743 2394
1580 3258 2980 2756 2398
1678 3302 3067 2756 2439
1714 3309 3108 2761 2472
1793 3315 3112 2790 2475
1803 3340 3247 2822 2486
1945 3351 3281 2877 2499
2005 3441 3288 2888 2526
2053 3480 3305 3002 2707
2103 3511 3425 3031 2753
2257 3618 3493 3057 2828
2282 3667 3964 3088 2834
2319 3679 4021 3269 2834
2712 3729 4854 3412 3146

Fig. 18. Comparison between experimental and numerical displacement paths in annealed glass specimens along (a) 𝑥 direction and (b) 𝑦 direction.

suitable reference to derive the PFCDF. For this reason, two alternative criteria, namely, the maximum principal stress (𝜎max) and
the principle of independent action (PIA), were analysed (see Eqs. (1) and (2)). Table 4 summarises the Weibull parameters for the
considered glass type and failure criteria.

Even if differences are perceptible among the calculated Weibull parameters, a good correlation between the analysed cases is
proved in the following lines. This seems reasonable, as the artificial introduction of compressive stresses on the surface of specimens
should not cause any alteration of the material structure. Moreover, with the aim of ensuring the transferability of the results among
the investigated glass types, the derivation of the PFCDFs was not only based on the own experimental results of each glass type
but also on the results of the remaining glass types. In this sense, Fig. 23 sets out the predicted failure probability of annealed glass
with the corresponding confidence intervals of 5% and 95%.

The predictions were based on the Weibull parameters derived from its own experimental data, in this case, annealed glass, and
the remaining glass types (i.e., heat-treated glass). The predictions were observed to be in good agreement with the annealed glass
experimental data. Based on its own experimental data, namely annealed glass data, short distance symmetric tempering (STHD20),
16
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Fig. 19. Comparison between experimental and numerical displacement paths of symmetrically tempered glass samples for 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20 along (a) 𝑥 direction and
(b) 𝑦 direction.

Fig. 20. Comparison between experimental and numerical displacement paths on symmetrically tempered glass samples for 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40 along (a) 𝑥 direction
and (b) 𝑦 direction.

Fig. 21. Comparison between experimental and numerical displacement paths on asymmetrically tempered glass samples for 𝐻∕𝐷 = 20 along (a) 𝑥 and (b) 𝑦
directions.

Table 4
Weibull parameters for each analysed glass type based on the maximum principal stress and PIA
criteria.

Glass type PIA 𝜎max

𝛽 𝜆 𝛿 𝛽 𝜆 𝛿

AA 2 42.92 2.28 2 35.17 2.07
STHD20 3.38 42.1 10.7 3.45 33.93 9.99
STHD40 2 66 2.35 2 53.74 2.16
ATHD20 3.01 23.7 9.11 3.05 20.85 8.42
ATHD40 2.16 69 1.76 2.05 57 1.33
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Fig. 22. Comparison between experimental and numerical displacement paths on asymmetrically tempered glass samples for 𝐻∕𝐷 = 40 along (a) 𝑥 and (b) 𝑦
directions.

Fig. 23. Failure probability prediction of annealed glass plates considering the PFCDF based on maximum principal stress and PIA failure criteria and derived
from (a) own experiments, (b) STHD20, (c) STHD40, (d) ATHD20 and (e) ATHD40.

and asymmetric tempering (AT) data, the relative average error of the predictions remained below 10%. The average deviation
increased up to 15% for the large distance symmetric tempering case (STHD40). Nonetheless, even if the stress results of specific
regions were found to not be within the reliability intervals, in general, the calculated intervals tended to envelop the experimental
measurements. The reason for this may be the limited number of experimental tests carried out. Nevertheless, the predictions based
on different glass types were observed to behave in a representative manner. Likewise, both failure criteria showed appropriate
representativeness of the experimental results, being the criterion of maximum principal stress the one exhibiting lower deviations.
Nevertheless, these differences between both failure criteria were considered not significant, as they remained below 1%.

In this way, the transferability between the cumulative damage functions of annealed and tempered glass was ensured. Finally,
Fig. 24 shows the predictions made for tempered glass specimens based on the PFCDF derived from annealed glass experimental
data.

What is striking about the data in Fig. 24 is that the failure characterisation of annealed glass components could enable the
estimation of the probability of failure of heat-treated glass. As a result, the derived PFCDF is not dependent on the glass type,
namely, annealed or tempered, and the applied heat treatment. This result may be explained by the fact that the structure of glass
is amorphous, and hence, the heat treatment did not signify a phase transformation in the material. Similarly, the surface condition of
the annealed glass was verified to be similar to that before tempering. This meant that no surface treatments, such as artificial ageing
of glass by sand abrasion, were applied before tempering. Consequently, the large experimental work needed for characterising the
18

failure of structural glass components could be simplified due to the versatility that the derived PFCDF exhibited.
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Fig. 24. Failure probability of tempered glass plates considering the PFCDF based on maximum principal stress and PIA failure criteria and derived from annealed
lass experimental data: (a) STHD20, (b) STHD40, (c) ATHD20 and (d) ATHD40.

Table 5
Estimated Weibull parameters of the master PFCDF based on
statistical joint assessment considering the maximum principal
stress criterion.

𝛽 𝜆 𝛿

𝜎max 2.04 41.72 2.33

In summary, predictions were found to be in agreement with experimental data and broadly fell within the confidence intervals.
oth failure criteria were considered to be representative, as the predictability of the probability of failure was found to be analogous.
lightly lower differences were observed for the maximum principal stress criterion, even if it does not account for the biaxial
tress state arising in the CDR test. As the maximum principal stress criterion also involves an easier implementation than the
IA, this failure criterion was adopted for the subsequent analysis. This would be an interesting area for further work. Finally, the
ransferability of the results from one glass type to another was verified. For this reason, the next section moves on to perform a
oint assessment to derive the generalised Weibull parameters that enabled the calculation of a master PFCDF.

.4. Joint test statistical assessment

Once the transferability from one glass type to another was confirmed, the joint statistical evaluation of the experimental results
as carried out. The aim of this analysis is to obtain a master PFCDF derived by merging all the data from the different experimental
rogrammes, which provides a higher level of reliability than that resulting from the individual experimental programmes. For this
urpose, the experimental data from the following glass types was merged: AA, STHD20, STHD40, ATHD20 and ATHD40.

Table 5 presents the Weibull parameters for the joint assessment based on the maximum principal stress criterion.
In this context, Fig. 25 sets out the comparisons between the predictions and the experimental data of each analysed glass type

ased on the joining of all the experimental batches.
As observed, the derived master PFCDF permitted a reliable representation of the probability of failure of all the investigated

lass types. In this case, the predicted failure probabilities showed an average error of up to 10% with respect to experimental
easurements. Additionally, experimental data broadly fell within the confidence intervals, meaning that reliable predictions were

btained. Thus, the derived PFCDF was considered appropriate to predict the fracture behaviour of annealed and tempered glass.
Taken together, the derived master PFCDF permitted a more reliable representation of the probability of failure of the investigated

lass types due to the larger amount of data points that, in addition, came from different batches. Additionally, the average relative
ifference remained at about 10%. Consequently, the versatility of the procedure for predicting the fracture behaviour of annealed
19

nd tempered glass was verified.
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a

Fig. 25. Joint evaluation based on the merging of all the experimental tests to predict the failure probability of (a) AA, (b) STHD20, (c) STHD40, (d) ATHD20
and (e) ATHD40.

6. Conclusions

A methodology to predict the failure of pre-stressed glass components based on the characterisation of annealed glass is presented
nd validated in this investigation. The main conclusions are set out below:

• A statistical-numerical model to evaluate the fracture probability of tempered glass components based on the fracture charac-
terisation of annealed glass specimens was presented. The model accounts for any non-uniform residual stress distribution that
may arise during the manufacturing or heat treatment process of glass. Therefore, the proposed numerical-statistical procedure
becomes an efficient 3D method for predicting the failure probability of glass components, being independent of the inherent
residual stress spatial distribution.

• The transferability between the failure cumulative functions of annealed and tempered glass exhibiting different residual stress
patterns was confirmed. As a result, a PFCDF independent of the experimental specimen shape, size and applied load type was
derived by means of the GLM. Therefore, the failure characterisation of annealed or tempered glass plates was proved to be
valid in assessing the fracture design of either glass type. This means that for the analysed case studies, the failure criterion
and the methodology to assess the global probability remain applicable irrespective of the initial residual stress distribution.
Consequently, the need for resource-heavy large-scale experimental programmes is reduced, which was previously the main
drawback of assessing the in-service behaviour of pre-stressed glass.

• Once the transferability from one glass type to another was confirmed, all the experimental tests were merged and jointly
evaluated as a master PFCDF. The joint assessment facilitated a more reliable prediction of the fracture behaviour of both
annealed and tempered glass. Overall, average relative differences between the predicted and experimental data were below
10%. Thus, the versatility of the procedure was verified. As such, the insights gained from this study can contribute to the
development of a data-base, which becomes more reliable as the stored data grows.

• Regarding failure criteria, two alternative approaches were adopted, namely, the maximum principal stress and the PIA criteria.
Both showed analogous predictive behaviour for the analysed case studies, with differences between them below 2%. The
maximum principal stress criterion was therefore selected due to its easier implementation. Nonetheless, further investigation
is recommended to attain a more in-depth knowledge of the influence of the failure criterion selection when considering
residual stresses.

• Of particular note was the scatter band of the experimental results. Fracture strength data ranged from 50 and 250 MPa,
resulting in a scatter of 200 MPa. Thus, an enhancement of the model could be expected if the number of tested samples was
increased. This great variation in glass strength would suggest that statistical evaluation should be a mandatory step in the
design and assessment of pre-stressed structural components.

• Finally, the natural progression of this work would be to extend the analysis to a real structural glass component. Thus, further
20

investigation and application in an industrial case study is strongly recommended. Notwithstanding, this model sets the basis
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to make possible the ad hoc design of heat treatment processes early in the production cycle based on both the operational
load distribution and the required failure probability specified by the client.
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